After graduating in Physics at the Faculty of Natural Sciences and Mathematics of the University of Maribor, he started working at IZUM in 2008 as a system administrator for open source solutions. After some successfully completed projects, such as setting up the Libroam wireless network, the single sign-on system COBISS AAI and the Nagios monitoring system, he accepted the task of developing the mCOBISS mobile app. In this period, he dedicated a lot of time to the presentation and promotion of the app and the training of end-users and librarians. Since 2018, he has been a member of the public relations group where he acts as a “COBISS evangelist” promoting the COBISS system. Nevertheless, his primary responsibilities are still the mobile app and the care for a top-quality user experience.

mCOBISS 3.0
Decades ago library cards sticking out of books when we borrowed library material was the standard. Nowadays, technology has advanced and the user experience when borrowing books from a library has changed significantly. mCOBISS changed the users’ habits when reserving, borrowing and renewing material. What’s in store with mCOBISS 3.0? An improved user experience when using My library, which will be even more easily accessible in the new app. The number of steps required when renewing material will reduce. Profile synching will make working with several profiles easier and bring My shelf to all your mobile devices.